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“Legacy Claims” past/present/future
One definition of the word legacy is “a situation that
has developed as a result of past actions and
decisions”.  Add in a few other words like
‘occupational disease’, ‘long latency’ ‘short and long
tail claims’ and it is not hard to see why these claims
represent a major concern  for both businesses and
insurers.

A broad understanding of legacy claims is always
helpful as the subject can quickly get dominated by
insurers and solicitors.

Speaker, Cathal O’Neill, a solicitor for Carson
McDowell specialises in defence insurance litigation.
He has spent a number of years working with large
insurers on industrial claims. Cathal aims to give us a

broad overview of the world of legacy claims
including:-

· Burden of proof
· Records
· Investigation process
· When you are insured and when you are not
· Court or settlement?
· Generic Case studies
· How to assess and manage your risk and

what measures you need to take into
account

· Creating a strategy for managing any claims
going forward

SPEAKER:  Cathal O'Neill, Associate,
    Carson McDowell Solicitors

VENUE:   CITB Training Centre,
    17 Dundrod Road,
    Nutts Corner BT29 4SR

DATE:    Monday 24th February 2020

TIME:    2.15 for 2.30pm (finish 4.00pm)

TO BOOK

online at www.nisg.org.uk

or email  info@nisg.org.uk

Like all NI Safety Group meetings this meeting is

FREE
And as always everyone is welcome whether a NI Safety Group member or not.

SPEAKER BIO

Cathal graduated from
Queen’s University, Belfast
with a degree in Law (LLB
honours) in 2002 and a
masters degree in Law (LLM)
in 2004. He completed the Legal Practice
Course at Nottingham Law School in 2008 and
subsequently commenced employment with a
specialist personal injury firm in England.

Upon qualification as a solicitor, Cathal joined
Weightmans LLP in their defence insurance
litigation department. He returned to Belfast
in 2014 and practiced in the litigation team of
another leading Belfast firm before joining
Carson McDowell in September 2017 as an
associate and continues to work in the area of
defence insurance litigation.
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